
Video processing technology that addresses today’s video delivery challenges

V-Nova’s award-winning PERSEUS delivers on the promises of next generation image and video
codecs by compressing video at “bandwidth that matters” on available encoders and decoders, at
the same time providing substantial reductions in processing power requirements and core
encoding latency.

PERSEUS enables 2x and higher encoding channel density per device while at the same time reliably 
delivering picture quality for both live video and VoD – including live sports – within the bandwidth  
thresholds that can are crucial to our customers business models:

PERSEUS benefits the industry  
by providing the quality and  
efficiency of video delivery that  
are necessary to address the 
growing appetite for high-quality 
commercially viable services.

PERSEUS 2 software libraries 
have also been streamlined to 
deliver a lighter and faster codec 
that reduces computational 
load. PERSEUS 2 significantly 
increases per-channel density 
leading to drastically reduced 
operating costs, both for on 
premise and cloud deployments. 

PERSEUS 2 has been designed to provide enhanced platform support, which  
enables operators to quickly benefit from the core efficiencies of the encoding  
solution. This is particularly valuable for new broadcasters offering video-hungry 
services such as social media applications.

Decoding will benefit from support within the HTML5 environment and even lighter software 
decoding processing power requirements. Encoding is also more accessible, having been 
built by customers into FFMpeg-based workflows and cloud-ready deployments. In addition, 
V-Nova PERSEUS 2 extends support of H.264 environments to also cover HEVC and VP9 base
layers, while maintaining full compatibility with the rest of the delivery workflows, such
as DRM, streaming protocols like HLS and DASH, ad-insertion and other processes.

PERSEUS 2  
Next generation PERSEUS™ compression

Key Benefits:

MORE QUALITY MORE SAVINGS

MORE PLATFORM SUPPORT

>  100 kbps     for enjoyable mobile video to all 
consumers with comprehensive reach

> 300 kbps     for reliable, enjoyable HD mobile

video experiences

> 1 Mbps    for monetisable full HD mobile 

video for streaming or downloads

> 2 Mbps          for full HD IPTV and OTT programming to 

all xDSL and fibre users

> 6 Mbps          for UHD movie streaming and 4K  

360/VR immersive experiences at scale

> 10 Mbps      for scalable DTH and Cable UHD 

sports services

Coupled with the Content 
Delivery Networks (CDN) savings, 
associated with bandwidth and 
profile reduction, PERSEUS 2  
is the most cost effective 
solution for next-generation 
service deployment today.
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PERSEUS is software-based and designed from the ground-up to offer a step-change in 
overall performance, reducing the bandwidth requirements for video storage  
and transmission.

PERSEUS is a codec format designed to be inherently hierarchical, a natural way to encode 
information and one that leverages the massive parallel processing capabilities of today’s  
devices and cloud services.

In doing so it sidesteps the complexity of block-based compression algorithms, 
also avoiding their inherent blocky artefacts.

PERSEUS Pro combines the most efficient compression with a fully parallel 
design to provide real-time mathematically lossless, near lossless or visually 
lossless compression for professional and production use cases.

PERSEUS Plus allows higher resolution detail to be carried on top of existing video 
delivery formats and is entirely scalable for upcoming, higher resolutions.

Thaicom, Trialling V-Nova PERSEUS to  
enable multiple UHD channels to fit on one 
Satellite transponder for commercially viable 
UHD services.

Premium sports remains the most valuable asset for 
operators worldwide. Yet, very few have been able 
to offer Ultra HD live sports at practical bitrates, 
while fans’ demand for it rises. Working with V-Nova 
enables us to deliver UHD feeds at low bitrates without 
compromising on quality of experience or latency, making 
UHD a reality for subscribers to any of our customers.

Teerayuth Boonchote, CTO at Thaicom

Nokia

Nokia is an undisputed leader in end-to-end systems 
integration of next generation TV solutions, able to 
deploy best of breed solutions for our customers. After 
experiencing first-hand the impact of PERSEUS on 
customers’ IP video delivery business models, we are 
looking forward to the additional advantages that  
come with the codec’s next generation.

Pav Kudlac VP, IP Video Systems Integration New  
Business Development, Video Business Unit, Nokia

How PERSEUS hierachy works

PERSEUS real world deployments

Other 
Codecs

PERSEUS   Plus 

PERSEUS   Pro 

FastFilmz, using V-Nova PERSEUS to enable 
mobile video at unprecedented low bitrates for 
bandwidth constricted consumers.

  Through V-Nova PERSEUS, we were able to launch 
fastfilmz and address an untapped market that was 
waiting to be unlocked. The next generation will 
allow us to go one step further in bringing even better 
quality video to the masses, which to us means 100 
kbps services on the 2G/EDGE networks that are still  
in use today.

Karam Malhotra, CEO of FastFilmz

Imagine Communications 

Customers today want rapid solutions to suit 
their needs, removing the complexity of video 
delivery while maximising revenue opportunities. 
The combination of best-in-class technologies 
with Imagine Communications’ flexible platforms 
enables our customers to deploy premium services 
faster and more cost-effectively than ever.

Tony Huang, Global Director PLM Compression,  
Imagine Communications.

V-Nova PERSEUS 2 will be made available to its wider ecosystem of technology partners:

“

“ “

“

“

“ “

“
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